
Panduit takes its Unified Physical Infrastructure
Message on the Road
Panduit is a global leader and developer in leading−edge solutions that help mitigate risks in the
physical infrastructure through increased efficiency and agility.

Panduit is taking its unique Unified Physical Infrastructure (UPI) approach on the road, by hosting a
series of �Collaborate to Accelerate� international roadshows, to explain how its innovative
solutions based on UPI principles can help optimise the deployment and operational effectiveness
within the business foundation.

Each roadshow will bring together existing customers, prospects, partners and industry experts to
demonstrate how UPI−based solutions eliminate complexities associated with systems integration,
availability, security and costs.

Panduit will showcase UPI solution offerings for datacentres, connected buildings and engage in
thought provoking discussions about future developments in the IT environment.

Kenny Presly, UK and Ireland Area Manager at Panduit, said: �We are incredibly excited about
these dedicated UPI events and about sharing our expertise with our wider network of contacts.

�Collaboration with internal and external stakeholders can unleash the power of creatively
leveraging new technologies and the �borderless� network to create world−class solutions with
lower costs, greater agility and tangible benefits to business.

�The roadshows will be extremely useful to any company who feels they should be looking to
improve its operational and IT efficiency. This builds on the success of our newly opened
UPI−based Customer Briefing Centre (CBC), at 6 Broad Street Place in London.�

Panduit�s technology partners will also present at the events and share how the power of a unified
infrastructure enables agility, security and reduces costs. Attendees will learn how collaborating with
Panduit and its valued ecosystem Partners, they will benefit from integrated solutions which drive
innovation into the enterprise and accelerates business.

The events will take place at the Design Museum in London on 2nd November and at the Royal
Armouries in Leeds on 11th November.

Kenny Presly added: �A well−designed physical infrastructure is fundamental to any company. It is
a strategic asset that can be utilised to deploy innovative technologies throughout core business
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environments.

�In today's dynamic environment, as technology provides both new opportunities and challenges,
organisations need smart approaches to communication and problem solving.

�Panduit is certainly leading the way in optimising the design, deployment and management of the
physical infrastructure.�

Panduit roadshows will also take place across the continent in Poland, Russia, Ukraine, Germany,
Italy, Bulgaria, France, Serbia, Croatia, Greece, Belgium and the Netherlands.

For further information and to secure a free delegate place at any of the roadshows please visit
www.collaboratetoaccelerate.com
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